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ABSTRACT
Large-scale recommender systems often face severe latency
and storage constraints at prediction time. These are partic-
ularly acute when the number of items that could be recom-
mended is large, and calculating predictions for the full set is
computationally intensive. In an attempt to relax these con-
straints, we train recommendation models that use binary
rather than real-valued user and item representations, and
show that while they are substantially faster to evaluate, the
gains in speed come at a large cost in accuracy. In ourMovie-
lens 1M experiments, we show that reducing the latent di-
mensionality of traditional models offers a more attractive
accuracy/speed trade-off than using binary representations.
KEYWORDS
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1 INTRODUCTION
Industry ranking and recommendation systems need to scale
to tens or hundreds of millions of items and users. As the
number of items available to be recommended grows large,
efficiently ranking the item catalogue to produce top-ranked
recommendations becomes increasingly challenging. With
large catalogues, ranking latency (in on-line settings) and
compute and storage costs (in pre-compute settings) place
significant constraints on the design of the entire recom-
mender system.
In an on-line setting, where recommendation latency di-
rectly impacts the user experience, system designers have to
work within a strict latency budget. Respecting that budget
often means trading off model accuracy for speed, either via
smaller and less expressive models (with lower-dimensionality
representations) or through aggressive use of heuristics to
exclude large classes of candidate items from scoring. For ex-
ample, Pinterest uses a combination of heuristics and candidate-
generation models to select approximately 1000 pins, from
billions of available pins, as input to its related pins ranking
system [9]. Similarly, approximate nearest neighbour search
techniques are used at YouTube [3] to reduce the number of
candidate videos that need to be scored for each user.
The challenge of low-latency scoring leads many systems
to rely on a pre-compute system, where recommendations
are calculated in advance and stored for serving at a later
time. The primary disadvantage of such a system is its inabil-
ity to react dynamically to user actions (such as new interac-
tions that allow the recommendations to be refined) and rec-
ommendation context (location, time of day or year). This
leads to often complex architectures that mix fairly simple
on-line models, computationally expensive offline models,
and intermediate complexity near-line algorithmswheremodel
updating is important [1].
Additionally, while a pre-compute solution removes model
prediction from the critical path, it still requires substan-
tial investment in computational and storage resources to
calculate and cache the predictions of the model. Often the
amount of computation required makes timely updating of
the cached results impossible. At Pinterest, pre-calculation
of related pins results was so demanding that ranking of dif-
ferent segments of the catalogue had to be staggered in time,
leading to stale results and reduced ease of development [9,
Section 5.5]. Koenigstein et al. [8] estimate that computing
recommendations for the Yahoo!Music dataset [4] with a 50-
dimensional latent factor model woud take over 135 hours.
To alleviate these constraints in both online and offline
settings, we evaluate the use of binary item and user rep-
resentations in learning-to-rank matrix factorization mod-
els. Following the approach of Rastegari et al. [12], we esti-
mate binary user and item representations that are several
times faster to score and requiring a fraction of the memory
(for the same latent dimensionality). Unfortunately, they are
substantially less accurate than standard learning-to-rank
approaches. The resulting speed-accuracy trade-offs favour
simply reducing the latent dimensionality of traditional mod-
els when evaluation speed is desired.
We speculate that binary representations are more use-
ful in case of more complex models (such as deep convo-
lutional models) where a single prediction requires many
more floating operations than relatively compact bilinear
recommender models.
2 BINARY LATENT REPRESENTATIONS
Rastegari et al. [12] introduceXNOR-Networks, an approach
that combines 1-bit quantization of fully-connected and con-
volutional layers with representing dot products through
scaled XNOR and bitcounting operations.
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We adapt their approach to the recommendation task by
learning binary versions of user and item vectors within
a learning-to-rank factorization model. This allows us to
use binary instead of floating point operations for comput-
ing recommendation rankings, which has significant speed
andmemory use advantages. In a real-valuedn-dimensional
factorization model, item and user representations take 4n
bytes of memory, and computing a single prediction takes
2n floating point operations. In an equivalent binary model,
3
32n binary operations are required for each prediction (XOR,
negation, and bitcounting), and the representations take 1
8
n
bytes of memory. Naive calculations suggest that, for the
same latent dimensionality, a binary model would be over
20 times faster to score, and take less then 5% of memory to
store its representations.
Naturally, using binary instead of real-valued representa-
tions entails a loss of representational power, and the result-
ing models can be expected to be less accurate. Neverthe-
less, binary models may still be very useful in a production
system, for two reasons. Firstly, they may offer the system
designer a more favourable trade-off between speed and ac-
curacy than simply changing the number of latent dimen-
sions in a real-valued model. If latency is the binding con-
straint, switching to a binary model may offer better or com-
parable speed with better ranking performance. If accuracy
is the priority, a binary model may offer equivalent rank-
ing performancewhile being faster to score. Secondly, many
production systems resort to heavy use of heuristics when
selecting candidates to be scored by their ranking systems
(as scoring all candidates would be infeasible). To the extent
that these heuristics are suboptimal, replacing them with a
binary representation model would improve the overall ac-
curacy of the system.
To quantify the trade-offs involved, we construct and fit
both a real-valued and a binary version of simple implicit
learning-to-rank factorization model. We introduce the no-
tation and the models below.
Let U be the set of users, and I be the set of items. Each
user interacts with a number of items S+; the set of all re-
maining items is denoted by S−.
In a traditional real-valued latent factor model, the pre-
diction rui for any user-item interaction pair (u, i) ∈ U × I
is given by
rui = uu · ii + bu + bi (1)
where uu denotes the user and ii the item n-dimensional
latent vectors, and bu and bi the user and item biases.
Rastegari et al. [12] show that the dot product of two real-
valued vectors can be approximated in the binary domain by
(1) binarizing the input vectors using the sign function (so
that the results lie in {1,−1}), (2) taking their dot product,
and (3) scaling the result by the average magnitude of the
vectors’ elements. Letting
α =
1
n
‖ii ‖ℓ1 (2)
and
β =
1
n
‖uu ‖ℓ1 (3)
represent the scaling factors, the approximation is given by
uu · ii ≈ αβ
(
sign(uu ) · sign(ii )
)
(4)
Applying this to the latent-factor model, the prediction for
a user-item pair is given by
rui = αβ
(
sign(uu ) · sign(ii )
)
+ bu + bi (5)
Note that the scaling factorsα and β need to be stored (in ad-
dition to the latent representations and biases) to compute
predictions in the binarymodel. Their use also implies a con-
stant cost of two floating-point multiplications per dot prod-
uct when using binary representations.
The model is trained using backpropagation, and so we
use a smooth approximation to the derivative of the sign
function to facilitate training. Following Courbariaux et al.
[2], we define
d sign
dw
=
{
1 if |w | ≤ 1
0 otherwise.
(6)
We use two loss functions to train the model:
• Bayesian personalised ranking (BPR, Rendle et al. [13]),
and
• adaptive sampling maximum margin loss, following
Weston et al. [15].
For both loss functions, for any known positive user-item
interaction pair (u, i), we uniformly sample an implicit neg-
ative item j ∈ S−. For BPR, the loss for any such triplet is
given by
1 − σ
(
rui − ruj
)
, (7)
where σ denotes the sigmoid function. The adaptive sam-
pling loss is given by 1 − rui + ruj 
+
. (8)
For any (u, i) pair, if the sampled negative item j results in
a zero loss (that is, the desired pairwise ordering is not vi-
olated), a new negative item is sampled, up to a total of k
attempts. This leads the model to performmore gradient up-
dates in areas where its ranking performance is poorest.
For the purposes of this paper, we focus on a simple bilin-
ear collaborative filtering model, and do not use any exter-
nal metadata information or model the sequential nature of
the data. However, the binary dot product approach general-
izes beyond simple factorization models, and can be applied
as a component of any model whose final scoring step in-
volves a dot product between user and item representations.
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In particular, models using recurrent [6] or convolutional
[10] item or user representations can easily be augmented
to use binary dot products in the final ranking stages.
3 EXPERIMENTS
To assess the accuracy-speed trade-offs enabled by theXNOR
approach, we conduct an experiment on the Movielens 1M
dataset [5]. The dataset contains 1 million ratings from 6000
users on 4000 movies. Because the computational speed im-
provements offered by the binary representations are lin-
ear in the size of the catalogue, the results on this dataset
should be indicative of results that can be obtained on larger
datasets. At the same time, the dataset’s small size enables us
to easily test hyperparameter configurations and estimate
models with high latent dimensions.
Experimental setup
We randomly divide the dataset into a training, test, and
validation set. In order to build a picture of the accuracy-
speed trade-offs afforded by real-valued and binary latent
models, we explicitly build models for between 32 and 1024
latent dimensions. For every latent dimensionality, we con-
duct a random search over the hyperparameter space, and
pick optimal initial learning rate, loss function, L2 penalty,
minibatch size and number of training epochs for each algo-
rithm based on their performance on the test set. The final
results are obtained from ranking interactions from the vali-
dation set. We use mean reciprocal rank (MRR) as a measure
of ranking quality.
Benchmark results aremeasured on an Intel XeonE5-2686v4
CPU by running a 500 repetitions of scoring 100,000 items
and averaging the results.
Implementation
The model is implemented in PyTorch and trained using the
nVidia K40 GPUs. The implementation is only marginally
more complex than a standard learning-to-rank model, and
is accomplished by simply replacing the user-item vector
dot product operationwith its binary counterpart. The change
results in a small increase in training time.
During training, the embedding parameters are stored and
updated as single precision floating point values. Similarly,
the XNOR dot product is carried out using floats in {1,−1}.
The initial learning rate, loss function, L2 penalty,minibatch
size and number of training epochs are treated as model hy-
perparameters. All models are trained using the Adam train-
ing rate schedule [7].
The prediction code runs on the CPU and is implemented
in C using Intel X86 AVX2 SIMD intrinsics. SIMD (Single In-
struction Multiple Data) instructions allow the CPU to op-
erate on multiple pieces of data in parallel, achieving sig-
nificant speedups over the scalar version. We use explicit
intrinsics rather than compiler autovectorization to ensure
that neither the real-valued nor the binary prediction code
is unfairly disadvantaged by the quality of compiler autovec-
torization.
The real-valued prediction code is implemented using 8-
floatwide fusedmultiply-add instructions (_mm256_fmadd_ps).
In the binary version, the real-valued embedding parame-
ters used in training are discarded, and the derived 1-bit
weights are packed into 32-bit integer buffers. The XNOR
dot product is implemented using 8-integer wide XOR oper-
ations (256 binary weights are processed at a time), followed
by a popcount instruction to count the number of on bits
in the result. We use the libpopcnt [11] library for the bit
counting operations.
Both versions use 32-bit aligned input data to utilise aligned
SIMD register load instructions. The code is compiled using
GCC 4.8.4 for the AVX2-enabled Broadwell architecture.
The source code for both model training and prediction is
available on Github at https://github.com/maciejkula/binge.
Results
Table 1 summarises the results of the Movielens 1M exper-
iment. Each row presents the best MRR (mean reciprocal
rank) results for both real-valued and binary models of a
given dimensionality. MRR ratio denotes the fraction of the
real-valued MRR the binary model achieves for that dimen-
sionality; PPMS (predictions per millisecond) ratio denotes
how many more predictions the binary model can compute
per millisecond.
Results on scoring speed and memory use broadly con-
firm the naive calculations from section 2, converging to
over 20 times faster scoring at around 3% of memory as la-
tent dimensionality increases. Memory savings plateau as
latent dimensionality increases and storing the binary scal-
ing factors becomes less important.
As expected, for the same dimensionality a binary model
achieves lower ranking accuracy. On average, the accuracy
loss when moving from a continuous to a binary model of
the same latent dimensionality is around 11%, varying be-
tween 6% and 23%.
Unfortunately, while continuous models retain good ac-
curacy as latent dimensionality decreases, binary models’
representational power sharply deteriorates. Moving from
the 1024 to 32 dimensions in the continuous model implies
a 29 times increase in prediction speed at the expense of a
modest 4% decrease in accuracy. This compares favourably
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Table 1: Movielens 1M results
Dimension MRR Binary MRR MRR ratio1 PPMS2 Binary PPMS PPMS ratio3 Memory use ratio4
32 0.077 0.059 0.768 87,758 264,146 3.010 0.091
64 0.075 0.066 0.878 45,992 220,833 4.802 0.062
128 0.076 0.071 0.935 23,870 166,252 6.965 0.047
256 0.078 0.071 0.908 12,284 190,131 15.477 0.039
512 0.080 0.073 0.912 6074 122,637 20.190 0.035
1024 0.080 0.075 0.936 3056 61,301 20.056 0.033
1 Ratio of binary model MRR to real-valued model MRR
2 Predictions Per Millisecond: how many items can be scored per millisecond
3 Ratio of binary PPMS to real-valued PPMS
4 Ratio of memory required to store binary vs. real-valued parameters
to switching to binary representations: moving to a 1024-
binary dimensional representation implies a sharper accu-
racy drop at 6% in exchange for a smaller 20 times increase
in prediction speed. Moving to 32 dimensions yields a fur-
ther speed gains at 86 times, but at the cost of a considerable
loss of accuracy at 26%.
The results suggest that latent recommendermodels have
good representational power even at low latent dimension-
alities. This advantage is lost whenusing binary embeddings,
which need to be high-dimensional to achieve comparable
accuracy. At the same time, binary representations’ speed
advantage is only evident at high dimensions: at low dimen-
sions, only floating-point operations can use enjoy the ad-
vantages of SIMD operations, and the fixed overhead of bi-
nary scaling factors α and β constitutes a larger propor-
tion of the total computational cost. We conjecture that the
attractiveness of binary representations is tightly coupled
with high-dimensional models where a single prediction re-
quiresmanyfloating point operations, such as convolutional
neural networks. Relatively compact latent factor models do
not fall into this category.
4 ALTERNATIVE APPROACHES
Given the limited success of binary embedding, amore promis-
ing approach is offered by existing work that focuses on re-
ducing the number of dot products which need to be per-
formed in order to retrieve top recommendations. Koenig-
stein et al. [8] introduces an exact branch-and-bound based
on metric trees as well as an approximate algorithm that
clusters users and serves recommendations computed for
the cluster centers. Shrivastava and Li [14] extendwell-known
[? ] locality-sensitive hashing techniques tomaximum inner
product search (MIPS) through asymmetric transformations
of the query and candidate vectors.
The method that is most closely related to the model we
present in this paper is ? ], who expand on MIPS by learning
asymmetric binary hash functions. The hash functions are
trained to minimize the L2 norm between the inner product
matrix of the original input vectors and the inner product
matrix of their binary representations.
5 CONCLUSION
While prediction latency is a pressing concern for many rec-
ommender systems, we find that the already compact la-
tent factor models do not stand to benefit from using bi-
nary latent representations. The sharp drop in representa-
tional power exhibited by binary embeddings makes other
approaches (such as exact [8] and approximate [14] maxi-
mum inner product search) more promising avenues when
optimizing large-scale ranking.
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